Finally, a survey dashboard that works for HR onboarding!
SelectSurvey v5’s Custom Dashboard functionality with ActiveLogic automation allows
complex workflows for almost any process:
Have you been tasked with trying to develop a complex workflow and automate it with surveys and unable to find a solution? Now there is a
solution! SelectSurvey Custom Dashboards with ActiveLogic workflows solves the most complex processes and makes them easy with a one
stop shop of all the functionality you need for HR (or any other complex workflow).
The custom dashboard feature allows easy viewing of survey workflows for any workflow, but exceptionally for HR. Using ActiveLogic to tie
multiple surveys together is perfect for automating an HR onboarding workflow from initiation, approvals, training, and beyond to employee
reviews.
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Clients react:

High security with Azure Active Directory or AD/SAML login integration with your company
Onboarding surveys that flow from initiator to security to approver with ActiveLogic actions:
o
Automated emails
o
Automated follow up surveys
o
Automated reminders
o
Automated forwards
o
Real time dashboard view for HR to see employees progress in onboarding.
o
Easy to use and customize.
Employee Review surveys that can be automated with reporting.
Employee Training surveys with automatic scoring and completion status to dashboard
AD Group permissions, and 5 levels of built-in permissions.
API integration with other HR tools

“We like the ability to set permissions on a dashboard and configure who can view the status” – Mary J.
“The interface makes it super easy to create a dashboard – drag & drop the columns into the order I like” – John S.
“I can export the dashboard to Excel” – Parker M.
“I can view status in seconds and see what stage of the process new hires are in” – Joan P.
Sheryl Briggs, Chief Executive Officer of ClassApps states "We listen to clients and strive to give clients the features they want to make their
jobs easier”.
ClassApps LLC is a leading provider of data collection, research and survey software suite (SelectSurvey.NET software and add-ons).
ClassApp’s client list includes state governments, military, academic institutions, and businesses across more than 126 countries in the world.
For more information, contact ClassApps.com at http://www.classapps.com or (800)774-4876.
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